
Game - 19th Nov vs Castle - Report 

 

Starting Lineup: 

GK – Ethan, 

Def, - Christian, Eoin, Shane and Conor F 

MF, Brendan, Oisin, Daire, Rhys 

CF, Daniel, Matthew L. 

  

Subs: Niall, Dylan, Matthew D, Harshanu, Peter, Conor McA 

Bangor, the Riviera of the North. Once famous for its marina, Easter bunny train and Pickie 

Pool, now has another thing to shout about. Forget your letters to Santa, its not even 

Christmas, the Castle was stormed and the U14 Star came away from the seaside with a 

point.  

Having set off from shortly after dawn on Friday morning, we arrived in a terrible cold night, 

threatening sleet and heavy rain. After a good warm up though the guys seemed switched on 

tonight (unlike the Aurora lights which were slow to come on at all!)– much more so than 

previous week’s game. 

After the kick off though all resorted to a kick and rush game with very little football being 

played and an Aquinas team short on confidence. Castle didn’t look great, but with a home 

pitch and a few handy bigger players who could strike the ball well they dominated 

possession for most of the half.  

First significant play of the game involved a long ball from Castle which Ethan came out of 

his box to take, but then decided to handle it as the bounce was beating him. 

Fortunately the referee gave the decision that we had covering players and fortuitously only 

booked Ethan. 

Learning point 1– We have got to start attacking the ball in the air and not let it bounce 

(and not with our feet, heading is an important part of game). We also sat back sometimes 

with 2 or 3 defenders on their sole striker so always likely to lose possession when they came 

out. 

The slow start continued with Castle scoring twice in first 20 minutes, but the impressive 

thing by Aquinas was the guys believed they would get something from the game. 

As it proved, some great play down the wing, with nice passing between Rhys, Daniel, 

Matthew let to a few half chances. The game was opening up and Oisin and Daire had been 

driving the midfield, when Oisin’s shoe resembled a flip-flop and ripped open. Up stepped 



Conor McAteer going to right midfield and Brendan into the middle. The change had an 

effect, with Brendan playing a great ball out to Rhys on the wing, stretched the play, a neat 1-

2 with Matthew and Rhys played a great ball through to Daniel who beat first man and 

delayed his shot only to be fouled by Castle centre half – screams for a penalty and duly it 

was awarded. Up stepped our penalty taker, Matthew Larkin and slotted it in – maybe a bit 

too close to the keeper but still a goal. 

Aquinas pushed on, some strong defending at the back, with Conor Fogarty showing all the 

composure and poise that Maldini would have been proud off. Shane and Eoin providing 

some good covering but scary moments in equal measure. 

An equaliser was sure to come, and again some great tenacity from Rhys, to win the ball 

back, nice 1-2 with Daniel and then Rhys got his second assist by playing through Matthew 

Larkin who neatly finished for his second of the day.  2-2 

Learning point 2– What Rhys did by pressing the defender as soon as he turned back 

towards his own goal, meant he had the opportunity to win ball back in an attacking play. 

Once you turn a man back towards his own goal, it gives our players the ability to press their 

team and close them down – Great work by Rhys and it made the goal. However, all too often 

our players made their player turn back, but then we dropped off to allow them to turn again. 

We have to have the confidence to press & press some more.  

A few more chances for Aquinas with long range shooting, and with a bit more luck we could 

have been up a goal or two at half time, instead finished all level 2-2 but Aquinas on top. 

  

2nd half. No changes at half time. 

  

Again another slow start and castle pressing the defence to make a few last ditch clearances. 

After 10 mins, Dylan came on for Conor McA and Peter for Daniel . Peter’s speed was giving 

him the edge on the Castle full backs, any decent ball in behind the defence give the team the 

opportunity to press forward attack. Dylan was working hard down right with Christian in 

behind him. The ball seemed to spend a lot of time out of play and throw-ins were plentiful. 

As the ball continued to be knocked out, Aquinas were making ground down the touch line. 

A break into the box, with a ball poked through from Daire, had Matthew try a shot. A slight 

miscue, but followed up neatly by Rhys Craven to get a goal at the far post – Aquinas 3-2 up 

and game on. Rhys celebrated his goal looking and pointing towards Finaghy, as a proud big 

brother, shouted 'that's for you Henry, that ones for you'. Even those of us with hoods wiped 

the rain from our eyes.  

The lead didn’t last long, and with a long ball over from top from Castle, a few attempts to 

clear and then breaking through. Ethan came to pick it up, and somehow Daire managed to 

kick it off Ethan first; it ricocheted to their player who had a tap in-the easiest equaliser he's 

ever likely to get. 3-3 against the run of play. 



Learning point 3: facing your own goal the outcoming player has to shout "his ball" and 

take it or clear it-no stalling or time for second thoughts.  

Niall replaced Matthew up front, Harshanu came on at right back, and Matthew Drake on for 

Rhys, Oisin returning to center half in place of Eoin. Again more good work from Dylan and 

Peter on the right, and ball breaking to Brendan at edge of box. He shot towards goal and it 

managed to sneak under goal keeper. It wasn’t the strongest shot, but the key was it was on 

target and gave Aquinas the 4-3 lead. 

Learning point 4 – Get the shots on goal – if you don’t buy a ticket to the lottery you won’t 

have a chance of winning, shoot and you might score or set up a rebound. 

Alas the lead didn’t last long, and Castle scored again to equalise. They had also best chance 

to win the game, with a very notable save from Ethan after a 1 on 1 from Castle. 

All in all, a game which could have went either way – but it was a great battling performance. 

A few things to focus on training but a great first league point in the season. Also we scored 4 

goals for the first time in a while. Well done all of the team. A great confidence booster.  

  

Man of Match: Rhys Craven 

Rhys for his hard work, tenacity, assists and goal 

 


